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About This Game

Space Thinger is a thrilling arcade space shooter! Fight your way through multiple combat zones mining asteroids for crystals
and collecting the debris of your fallen foes to upgrade your ship and engage in ever more epic space battles. Take on bonus

missions for even greater rewards whilst keeping the emphasis firmly on close quarters space dog fighting.

Master a new mission in every zone
Every zone has it's own unique mission, be it collecting artifacts, defending a space station or destroying transmitter probes!

Each will reward you with resources to upgrade your ship although failure will not stagger your progress.

First person and Third person perspectives
Switch between first person and third person perspectives at the press of a button. Choose whichever mode suits your play style.

Thrilling arcade combat loop
Fight a fantastic array of simultaneous combatants whilst making sure to collect enough upgrade materials to keep you alive and

ensure success in your next epic battle.

Turn on random enemies for endless game variation
Select the Random Enemies option and on top of it's standard set of foes each level will spawn an additional horde of ever more

dangerous threats to test your skill and provide endless mission variety.

Varied enemies with a plethora of different armaments
With lasers, missiles, lightning, fireballs and the ever classic devastating beam attacks your foes will pound you with everything
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they've got. But keep an eye on the resource stealing factory ships plundering your resources to make more foes and hazards for
you to fight.

Reach the safety of hyperspace to upgrade your ship, weapons and countermeasures
Over thirty upgrades to keep your ship ready for even the toughest combat scenarios.

Fast and furious fun, Space Thinger takes you straight to the heart of adrenaline pumping space combat action!
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I bought this and "Avatar of the Wolf" on the same day, having played demos of a few of the "Choice Of" games and having
previously bought and played three other titles. Avatar of the Wolf immediately captured my attention as an excellent game with
lots of immersive world-building, interesting characters, and a pretty nice plot.

Choice of the Ninja fell a bit flat in comparison, unfortunately. The characters were alright, but only the protagonist's friends
really stood out. This is - unfortunately, or else I would not have purchased it - one of those stories that ends abruptly with a
blurb about it being one of a series. That isn't something that the game tells you BEFORE you buy it and I wish it did. There's no
second game in the series released as of yet, so you get through the plot only for it to end abruptly, with no pay-off. The game
set up some interesting plot dynamics, but unfortunately never got to carry them out because of the way it "ended" if you could
call it that.. Ruby & Majesty is a fantastic puzzle-based action-exploration game. It was designed with solo play in mind, hence
the extremely simple controls (one joystick per character, no buttons needed outside of menus), but the puzzles are compelling
and creative enough that playing with a friend is still a rich and satisfying experience. Plus, as the characters each have their own
unique roles to play in every puzzle, playing with a friend essentially nets you two games in one-- just switch controllers and
start a new game, perhaps in Flipped mode for an even fresher experience.

I have one complaint, and it's regarding the ending I've found: there is very little attention drawn to its location, and this fact
more than anything makes it feel very lackluster . However, there are some extremely hard post-game puzzles to contend with,
and from everything I've seen so far I get the feeling this game has much more to offer in terms of lore and gameplay.

Speaking of which, I'm really excited to see what people manage to come up with in the Steam workshop as well, and I'll
definitely be experimenting there myself eventually. There's definitely opportunity for both devilishly hard reflex tests and for
mind-twisting button and wall gauntlets.

You should definitely buy this game, and nab the soundtrack off of Bandcamp while you're at it. Share it with a friend or enjoy
it on your own. Embrace a better future.. Gameplay}---
[x]Try not to get addicted
[]Very good
[]Good
[]Nothing special
[]Ehh
[]Bad
[]Just dont

---{Graphics}---
 []Masterpiece
 [x]Beautiful
 []Good
 []Decent
 []Will do
 []Bad
 []Awful
 []Paint.exe

---{Audio}---
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 []Eargasm
 [x]Very good
 []Good
 []Decent
 []Not too bad
 []Bad
 []Earrape

---{Audience}---
 []Kids
 []Teens
 []Adults
 [x]Everyone

---{PC Requirements}---
 []Check if you can run paint
 []Potato
 [x]Decent
 []Fast
 []Rich boi
 []Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Story}---
 []Doesnt have (Not counting historical stuff)
 []Something isnt nothing I guess
 []Not greatly told
 []Average
 [x]Good
 []Lovely
 []Will make you cry or smile alot

---{Difficulity}---
 []Just press a bunch of buttons
 []Easy
 []Significant brain usage
 [x]Easy to learn / Hard to master
 []Not so easy
 []Difficult
 []Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
 []Nothing
 []Only if you care about leaderboards/ranks
 []Isnt necessary to progress
 []A bit grindy sometimes
 [x]Average grind level
 []A bit grindy
 []Insanity

---{Game Time}---
[]Long enough for a cup of tea
[]Short
[]Average
[]Long
[]Depends on you
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[x]Endless

---{Price}---
[]Just buy it
[x]Worth the price
[]Wait for sale
[]Maybe if you have some spare money left
[]Not recommended
[]Dont throw money into a rubbish bin

---{Bugs}---
[x]Never had any
[]Minor bugs
[]Few bugs
[]Can get annoying
[]Ruining the game
[]The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs

Settings:
- Max Settings
- Difficulty
- Race length: Realistic
- Weekend type: The real thing
- Realistic physics
- Hard AI
- Joint break off
- Flow help off

Review checklist by Birb. I wasnt sure if I whould like it becaus of the one hp but because of how fast you are and how easy it is
to hit and run makes it suprisingly enjoyable. I just wish you could make a custum game with things like more enemies(i fell
that is lacking enemises alot of the time) extra speed, spawn with a cool weapon, extra health or other things. Not a nice game to
who doesn't have much time to study it.. It is a very good game and i would recommend this game to people who are looking for
a story to make their own.. Its a terrible game. You'll get eaten alive by the pay to win players on top of that. The game is littered
with click traps that will make you spend the irlmoney currency. It is playable free to play but you'll find it is soul sucking if you
want to stay relevant needing to invest 6+ hours of active play time every day to complete everything.

Don't let my playtime fool you. Most of it was idle in the background (Or chatting with teammates on the very broken chat). If
you are reading this heed my warning and walk away and do not look back. If you are already playing, cold turkey it and just
uninstall, you're doing yourself a favor.. Best game 2016. A fun game back in the day :) Not as good as Doom or as inventive as
Wolfenstein 3D, but a pretty good game that is sadly often misrepresented because of it's close release to Doom. Basically, it's a
more advanced space version of Wolfenstein 3D. It's very similar but has more weapon types, maps and a interactive system of
questioning the scientist in the levels, quite advanced for its time. On the downside, compared to some of the best FPS games of
the time, Blake Stone could run a bit stale at times, but far outshines the average Wolfenstein clone. This is properly not the best
game for younger gamers to try, but for those who love Wolfenstein 3D or grew up with it, this is still a fun and pretty good
game worth a try/retry.

The Steam version works perfectly, haven't experienced any problems yet. Though, if you have another version already, there is
properly no difference between running that through DOS Box and buying the Steam version.
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The next E-Sport game 2k16 lmao mlg.
I bought it 4 my mum,but she said it's ♥♥♥♥♥♥,den I decided 2 get refunded.
I have play 60 hours.
rekt.99999999/10 would click on bears who want to ♥♥♥♥ your♥♥♥♥♥. World War 2 Hitman. This game starts with a long
cinematic which is essentially a bad 80's movie, with no option to skip or even return to the menu. What I saw of the story
before quitting looked pretty disappointing.. Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: Uncanny Islands

Version: Initial Release

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1OGDmcUsviI

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I have seen plenty of projects march their way into early access, but I never expected a project to be this bare bones after
discovering Integrity in November of last year. I have no problems with games releasing with their basic systems in place and a
understandable amount of content, but it is hard to justify uploading a project that looks to have taken an hour of random tree
placements and elevation adjustments. The only things you can do in the current version is cut trees, pick up sticks, toggle a
building placement and explore islands covered in trees (assuming you can travel the ocean floor without finding one of the
several missing texture spots that will send you falling off the landmass). There is no sounds outside walking noises, your sprint
makes you about a hair slower than the Flash, and even the cutting animation can bug out making it impossible to cut large trees
(which serve no purpose right now). Also experience random drops to 5 FPS or lower, which makes sprinting even more
headache enduring). Basically, what you see in the trailer is what you get, and I wanted to make sure of it before saying
anything. I highly recommend the developer rethink keeping this game up until they can at least get the basic systems, basic
tools, basic buildings, land mass adjustments and enemies before considering having this up. Avoid this product for the time
being. It is sad to say that even an asset flip would offer more than this game right now.

This has been a EAW PSA.. This game is great!. Unless something has been fixed, this game does not work on macs. On top of
that, you have to wade through crud to try and figure out where to get help (which ends up being not Steam but Her Interactive),
and I'm currently several months in without ever receiving an actual response or solution to get the game running.
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